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TITLE

1. Choose wisely
ABSTRACT
The exposure in a virtual marketplace is massive!
Merchants can build an audience of millions in exchange for a minor commission. Therefore,
based on the audience, choosing channels carefully is one of the best strategies in online
marketplaces, improving product listings, using motivating images and providing high-quality
customer service.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC ACTΙON
Why entering an online marketplace?
It is worthwhile mentioning that virtual marketplaces play a significant role for businesses and
thus their integration appears to be essential. The reasons explaining the necessity of the
adaptation of online marketplaces lies in the following advantages:









Vendors have the opportunity to create their own stores. 2
Vendors can upload and promote products. 2
The commission structures provide the marketplace with the piece of the action. 2
Time and resources can be focused on products instead of giving emphasis on the design
and maintenance of your virtual store. The most popular virtual marketplaces have also
mobile apps, but you don’t need to worry about their design and maintenance either. 3
Visibility for your products and your business can be improved when placed in front of
the high traffic of many virtual marketplaces. This visibility can lead customers to your
own website and increase its traffic. 3
Small businesses can start with relatively low startup costs by using a virtual marketplace
to promote and sell their products. 3

The trends
It is already known that Amazon is taking over the world. However, even with such a dominance,
it is not the only virtual marketplace that is constantly increasing its performance and popularity.
eBay is a retail giant and Walmart is constantly attracting more merchants to sell on its virtual
marketplace. You should also consider that there are many growing channels that focus on
specific industries or areas. For example, fashion industries are keen on Polyvore (which is now
called SSense) and Lyst, while internal designers are turning to Houzz. A channel that is coming
to challenge Amazon is Jet.com.
How to choose 4
Choosing the Right Business Model:
What’s in it for you? You are helping customers and producers interact, but what are your
benefits? Just like any startup, you need funds. Then, you can move on and invest some of your
initial fund – even your own money. However, the sustainability of the platform depends on the
funds generated from the interaction you are building between customer and producer.

In order to make profits, you need a business model, which will ultimately help you achieve
your goals and give you stability. There are not many models that you can choose from:
 Freemium Fee:
In customer-to-customer (C2C) Marketplaces, users share low-value products for free with
each other, and so you can make money through a freemium model. How? Keep in mind that
the original product has no substantial cost!
You monetize it by including delivery charges, which the customers have to pay in order to get
the product delivered to their door.
Additionally, you can ask for an insurance fee, which ensures that the purchased product will be
replaced if stolen or lost. The transaction cost is really low, but the true value lies in the added
features.


Website-Subscribing Fee:

Your platform will be certainly more valuable if you integrate a membership fee to add
exclusivity. How will this work? The users will have to sign up and pay the fees before being
able to make any transactions.
They can check out products and services or even select one to buy, but they will not have the
ability to do so before depositing the relevant payment. This can help your platform be
valuable and bring new customers in.
In order for the users not to be discouraged by the subscription fee, a good strategy is to offer
discounts and promotions. This can keep their attention on you!
 List-Posting Fee:
There are many websites that are based on listings posted by the providers. What are ‘listings’?
They are catalogues of all the products and services appearing in a provider’s page from which
the user can choose.

Each time that providers posts new listings on your platform, they will have to pay a fee. Listposting fee shifts the value from the transaction to the provider’s page. However, the listing fee
has to remain quite minimal in order not to discourage the providers.
 Straight-Up Commission:
Since you are the one building up the interaction between the buyer and the seller, you get to
charge a certain percentage for every successful transaction. This fee is called commission and
it helps you gain more sustainability. Keep in mind that the price of the commission has to be
justifiable. Start with a low percentage and then raise it in accordance to your sales.

This model is regarded as one of the most feasible and beneficial ones from the providers’ point
of view, as they are not obliged to pay prior to the actual dealings with the consumers.


Lead-Generating Fee:
There are marketplaces that allow users to post their queries. Those queries are then presented
to providers and each of them has to pay a fee in order to make offers to those users.

This fee is called lead fee and gets its value when the value of the lead is substantial.
The future 3
In 2017, Amazon integrated Whole Foods and started promoting groceries. At the same time,
Toys R Us declared bankruptcy and in 2018 it closed, selling its brands located in U.S. and U.K.
The company struggled with the growth of its online sales.
These two companies represent the impact that online marketplaces have on retail sales. The
ability of customers to buy every kind of product or services online makes it quite challenging
for even some of the biggest businesses to deal with the competition and actually survive.
Therefore, it can be easily concluded that the businesses that can limit their outgoings and
interact with customers through websites and mobile apps are the ones that will be most
successful.

Action Type
Simple actions that can be implemented immediately, but require an investment

Connected Actions
1. Invest in searching

Time required to implement a solution and when possible associated cost
You need about 2 days to research and choose the marketplace that is most suitable to your
business.

Positive and Negative Part of the Solution
Positive: Entering a global market and following the trends increasing the visibility of your own
website and thus increasing your sales.
Negative: Huge competition with other similar businesses. It thus requires a ‘thinking-out-of-thebox’ technique to be always in the top choices and of course to keep track of your customers’
requests.

Estimated Exploitation
Successful marketplaces offer innovation, and this often results in higher visibility and better
customer experience.

ICT Competence
Intermediate

English Language Skills
Advanced level, since you are going to enter a global market.

Webshop Level
Established

Informative Text (Sources)
1. Palko, J. (2016, July 28). Four multichannel strategies for e-commerce success retrieved
from https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2016/07/28/fourmultichannel-strategies-for-e-commerce-success/#52df84774e96
2. Muller, M. (2018). Ruby on Rails Marketplace Development retrieved from
https://syndicode.com/ruby-on-rails-marketplace-development/
3. Khurana, A. (2018, May 20). The Virtual Marketplace is Reshaping Retail retrieved from
https://www.thebalancesmb.com/virtual-marketplace-model-successful-1141741
4. Daryna, P. (2018) How to choose a winning business model for your marketplace
retrieved from https://rubygarage.org/blog/marketplace-business-models

Additional Resources
1. Choosing the right online marketplace for your business
https://www.shopkeep.com/blog/choosing-the-right-online-marketplace#step-1
2. How to choose a winning Business Model for your Marketplace
https://rubygarage.org/blog/marketplace-business-models
3. How to choose the right online marketplace
https://www.royalmail.com/personal/marketplace/selecting-the-right-marketplace/
4. How to choose the right business model for your marketplace
https://www.sharetribe.com/academy/how-to-choose-the-right-business-model-for-yourmarketplace/
5. 5 main advantages to using marketplaces for e-commerce professionals
https://www.upwork.com/hiring/for-clients/best-e-commerce-marketplace-strategy/

Cross Border remark
Being part of successful marketplaces is of upmost importance in terms of increasing visibility
and thus sales.
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2. Invest in searching
ABSTRACT
Customers exist! And they know that!
Comparison Shopping Engines (CSEs) come in to make retailers more competitive. Google is a
strong example providing the opportunity to create listings of products to appear them at the
top of the search results page.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC ACTΙON
What are they and which are the best?
Comparison shopping engines (CSEs) are channels for collecting product information derived
from eCommerce stores, including pricing, from participating retailers and then display that
information on a search results page as product listing ads in response to a shopper's search
query. In this way, shoppers can compare prices, features, shipping options of products, and
service from several retailers and eCommerce stores on a single page and then choose the
merchant that with the best value. 1,2
Most CSEs are based on the “cost-per-click” method, meaning that you have to pay a fee when
a customer clicks on your product listing ad and goes to your website. But there are CSEs that
work on a “pay for results” basis, which means that you are not charged if there is no sale, even
if the customer clicks on your product. 2
What you need to do is to create an account on the shopping engine website, submit your
product data feed, provide information about your business, and the engine will do the rest. 2
Some of the most popular CSEs are1,2:
 Google Shopping
 NexTag
 PriceGrabber
 Shopping.com
 Shopzilla
 Become
 Bing Shopping Campaigns
 Pronto
 BizRate
 Amazon Product Ads
 MyShopping
 GetPrice
 staticICE
 ShopMania
 Comparison
What to keep in mind before entering Comparison Shopping Engines (CSEs) 3
High Price Point: Keep your prices lower or equal to the competition, as most CSEs customers
are looking for the lowest prices. You can also provide different types of offers, like free shipping,
so that a price may not be a deal-breaker.

Low Brand Recognition: Most customers already know what they are looking for in CSEs, and
this usually contains brand or manufacturer names searching. Businesses selling products similar
to those of popular brands may struggle to be successful or even survive.
Poor Site Quality: To be successful online, you need an optimized website, that can be used for
CSEs. Users visiting your website through a CSE are landed on the product page. If your website
layout is not consistent and user-friendly, they might move from your site to another of your
competition.
Choosing a Platform: There are many CSEs fighting for your money! The engines have different
target groups and product selections. For example, Kelkoo is a popular engine for the users in
the UK. Provided that it is not possible to predict the performance from any business, you can
test as many CSEs as make sense for your business, so you can find out the most suitable
platform.
Data Feeds for CSEs: Always be sure on the engine specifications regarding a data standpoint.
There might be differences in field formatting or heading titles, but you have to make sure that
you take advantage of any additional fields that can guarantee a high-quality user experience
and thus attract even more users to your site. Any kind of enhancements that can increase the
traffic to your website should be absolutely used. All those enhancements are less timeconsuming after the feed set up as they only require implementing tests. The results of those
tests can lead you to new strategies that might help you optimize your program.
Attribution Differences: There are many times that performance reported by the CSEs is
different from that shown by a third-party tool like Google Analytics. The difference can be
discouraging, and it usually derives from the fact that CSEs do not have access or insight to your
other channels. Use as an example when a user clicks through a CSE but does not proceed to
purchase. The user then goes back to the CSE results page and checks out a few other retailers.
Right afterwards, the user returns to the website after searching for your brand name, which he
or she is now familiar with. They click through a Brand search ad, navigate to the product for
which they originally came to the site, and finally purchase. This results in you having a new
customer and a sale. This is where attribution gets tricky. Both the engine and your Brand search
ad are going to take credit for the order, assuming you are using default attribution models.

How to start a CSE campaign
Create your shopping feed: It is a file with your data or product feed to be sent to CSEs. Your
shopping feeds need to be comprehensive regarding the products. In particular, the
information to be included is 4:
 Product title (brand name and model)
 Product description
 Product category (ex. clothing/apparel, electronics, small appliances)
 Product SKU/part number (if available)
 Whether a product is in-stock or not
 Product weight and dimensions (required depending on your product category)
 Product URL (the product’s link on your business’s website)
 Product image URL
 Product price
You always have to make sure that the quality of your shopping feeds is the highest possible, as
it is directly correlated with the number of clicks that your products receive and thus with your
sales. Consequently, your feeds should be updated even on a daily basis, in order to ensure that
the information appeared for each product is the same both on your website and the CSE.
Manage your bids: After your upload your feed, you should manage your bids regularly in order
to seize the maximum profitability that can be reached in CSEs. The CSEs function is based today

on a CPC (Cost Per Click) model, where a retailer has to pay approximately $0.08 – $1.00 per
click. Based on the platform, bids can be managed on a Category, Group, or Product level.
Fortunately, reporting can be done in all levels, so based on your performance, you can test and
adjust the bidding strategy that works best for your business5.
Optimize your website: Since you have now a small grasp on shopping feeds and biddings, the
next step is to set your maintenance and optimization plan in order to seal the deal and start
making sales. That’s where your website comes in. The consumer’s final decision to purchase
your product will take place there7. Always keep in mind that your goal is to make your CSE
campaigns as efficient as possible. However, this is largely dependent on your site’s ability to
convert the CSE traffic. There are several methods to facilitate this, like website optimization6.
Then, the main optimizations to address include5:
 Use Targeted Product Titles
 Align Feed Categorization
 Get Detailed with Product Specifications
 Update Marketing/Promotional Messaging
Tips to succeed8
1. Submit only fresh feeds: Make sure you’re submitting your feeds daily and filtering out any
out-of-stock items.
2. Categorize your products correctly: Each channel categorizes and indexes products according
to their specific taxonomy, so make sure that products are listed in the most relevant categories
and subcategories for your products. Also, make sure that your merchant categories are clear,
logical and descriptive.
3. Clear product titles and descriptions: Your product titles should refer concisely to product
data including manufacturer, brand name, model numbers, size and colour variations. For your
descriptions, include relevant and precise information about the product. Try to include
keywords and phrases that already rank well in your organic search.
4. Provide high quality images: Products without images or listings with poor-quality images
simply don’t sell. Always provide high-resolution images, on white backgrounds that are at least
250 x 250 pixels. Watermarks and logos shall not be included.
5. Maximize product attributes: Include all relevant product attributes like size, colour, gender,
age and any other industry-specific details in your feed that can enhance the user experience
and increase your sales.
6. Include the UPC, MPN or ISBN: Many shopping channels are suggesting or even requiring this
information. Moreover, those identifiers are universal and can enhance search rankings,
improve performance and allow customers to find your products more easily.
7. Bid & analyse top categories: Consider bidding higher for your best-selling product categories
on channels that are based on Pay-Per-Click (PPC) models, and regularly review your analytics
to exclude products that are gaining too many clicks without conversions.
8. Utilize both retail and sale prices: Shoppers are mostly driven by prices. The purchase price
provided in the product feed should match the price listed on your own web site. In addition,
you should include both the retail and sale prices, if possible, to highlight savings and encourage
impulse purchases.
9. Promote free shipping, promotions and coupons: Include any free shipping, discounts or
coupons.
10. Exclude under-performing items: Avoid wasting your marketing budget by constantly
reviewing your analytics to remove products that are gaining many clicks, but little or no
conversions.

Action Type

Actions that have prerequisites and require an investment

Connected Actions
1. Choose wisely

Time required to implement a solution and when possible associated cost
Approximately 5 days to create an account and provide information about your business and its
products (including shopping feed). Then you have to daily keep track and update your data feeds.

Positive and Negative Part of the Solution
Positive: You have an insight of the competition, which helps you adjust your strategies and
improve your products. About 78% of respondents state that they prefer comparing the prices
from different stores or sources before making purchases.
Negative: You have to daily update your shopping feeds, which is quite time-consuming.

Estimated Exploitation
Wider reach, improved conversions, long-term customer retention

ICT Competence
Intermediate

English Language Skills
Basic

Webshop Level
Well-developed

Informative Text (Sources)
1. Hayes, M. (2018, March 28), 10 Best Comparison Shopping Engines to Increase Ecommerce
Sales, retrieved from https://www.shopify.com/blog/7068398-10-best-comparisonshopping-engines-to-increase-ecommerce-sales
2. Broughton, T. (2017, February 22), 11 best comparison shopping engines to fuel your store’s
sales, retrieved from https://www.webprofits.com.au/blog/comparison-shoppingengines/
3. Cozart, W. (2018, January 19), What to consider before expanding to comparison shopping
engines, retrieved from https://3qdigital.com/blog/consider-expanding-comparisonshopping-engines
4. CPC Strategy (2018), Shopping Feed Management and Optimization, retrieved from
https://cpcstrategy.com/shopping-feed-start-campaign/
5. Dickinson, D. (2017, June 26), Comparison Shopping Engines: A Beginner’s Guide, retrieved
from https://3qdigital.com/retail/ecommerce/comparison-shopping-engines-beginnersguide

6. CPC Strategy (2018), Shopping Feed Management and Optimization, retrieved from
https://cpcstrategy.com/shopping-feed-site-optimization/
7. Data Feed Watch, What are Comparison Shopping Engines, retrieved from
https://resources.datafeedwatch.com/academy/comparison-shopping-engines
8. Volusion (2013, May 15), 10 Tips To Help You Succeed On Comparison Shopping Engines,
retrieved from https://www.volusion.com/blog/10-tips-to-help-you-succeed-oncomparison-shopping-engines/

Additional Resources
1. Introduction to Comparison Shopping Engines
https://cpcstrategy.com/shopping-feed-comparison-shopping/
2. Comparison Shopping Engines
https://www.shopify.com/guides/make-your-first-ecommerce-sale/comparison-shopping-engines
3. Comparison Shopping Engines: The Underdog of Marketing Channels for Online Retailers
https://www.onlinemarketinginstitute.org/blog/2013/05/how-to-market-with-comparisonshopping-engines/
4. About Comparison Shopping Engines
http://ssc.channeladvisor.com/strategy/comparison-shopping/about-comparison-shoppingengines
5. Should you be using comparison shopping engines?
https://www.hallme.com/blog/comparison-shopping-engines/
6. How to increase your e-commerce sales with CSEs
https://cedcommerce.com/blog/increase-ecommerce-sales-viz-comparison-shopping-engines/
7. Comparison-Shopping-Engines: A deep dive into comparison-shopping engines & strategies
https://www.ppchero.com/comparison-shopping-engines-a-deep-dive-into-comparisonshopping-engines-strategies-part-1/

Cross Border remark
Techniques you use in CSEs can help you increase the quality of your products and target a bigger
audience worldwide. Adoption will boost sales even cross-border.

TITLE

3. Retargeting platforms
ABSTRACT
It is quite usual for customers to search for products, but not finally buy them. Retargeting
platforms can help retailers to demonstrate ads of an item to people that have searched this
item but have not bought it yet. This is also an effective way of keeping the audience engaged.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC ACTΙON
What is Retargeting or Remarketing?
Have you ever seen ads for a product you were recently looking at on a different website? This was
not just a coincidence! This often happens across websites, mobile apps and social media and
there are two terms used to define this concept: Retargeting and remarketing. Remarketing is
the word mostly used by Google, while other engines prefer to call it retargeting. 1
In fact, when you visit a website, web cookies store useful information about you (demographic,
geographic) and send them to a third-party network that uses this information to display ads from
that advertiser across others. 2
For that reason, retargeting has become increasingly popular in digital advertising and search
marketing. However, 46% of the marketers claims that retargeting is still the most underused
engine in online marketing. 3
How does it work? 1
1. Collect your visitor information: There are miscellaneous platforms for retargeting campaigns
that mostly work in a similar way. To get started, your first step is to add a JavaScript tag that
serves as a code to your website. In this way, your platform will place cookies on your visitors’
websites, collect information about their behaviour and apply them in your site. Although you are
not getting any personal information about your visitors, it is important to have a privacy policy
which informs your visitors about the use of cookies in your site and ensures them that their data
will be used only for marketing purposes.
2. Build your lists: Retargeting lists help you define your audience based on their behaviour across
your website. Initially, you can create a retargeting list of all your visitors. Then, you can make a
list of those visiting a certain page of your site, or category or combination of pages. The more
creative and specific you get, the easier to target groups of visitors on your site.
3. Build your campaigns: After having created your retargeting lists, you might need to run specific
ad campaigns upon these lists. For example, if you have a list of visitors who added products to
their cart but didn’t finally buy them, you could display an ad for free shipping or a discount
coupon on a purchase.
Overall, the following illustration can help you understand how retargeting works and what is
important to keep in mind4:

Picture 1. How retargeting works
Source: https://retargeter.com/what-is-retargeting-and-how-does-it-work/

How to improve your marketing performance
Here are some of the ways retargeting can help you improve your performance: 5






Cheaper cost-per-impression
Improved conversion rates
Lower cost-per-click
Low-cost branding
Increased return-on-investment (ROI)

However, if you want to get the most out of your retargeting campaign, all you must do is get
really specific, act fast and test out new tools! 6

Action Type
Simple actions that can be implemented immediately but require an investment

Connected Actions
--

Time required to implement a solution and when possible associated cost
It needs approximately 3 hours to implement but requires a constant monitoring.

Positive and Negative Part of the Solution

Positive: Customers are getting familiar with you and you are getting familiar with them. This
helps you in being more specific and create more relevant targeted ads that are perfect for your
audience.
Negative: In order to be successful, you have to build up your creativity.

Estimated Exploitation
Retargeting campaigns can help you to 6:
 Bring leads closer towards conversion by showing them products they might be
interested in together with discounts or other offers.
 Bring your customers closer to purchasing.
 Encourage several purchases from existing customers by showing them ads of new
products that are similar to what they have already purchased.
 Re-engage customers that haven’t made a purchase for a while by running relevant
campaigns.

ICT Competence
Established

English Language Skills
Basic

Webshop Level
Well-developed
Informative Text (Sources)
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

MODassic Marketing (2017), Retargeting ads – How it works and the top platforms, retrieved
from https://modassicmarketing.com/retargeting-ads-remarketing
Costill, A. (2015, May 8), The Evolution of Retargeting: Interview With Meteora’s Nicholas
Waken-Paschal, retrieved from https://www.searchenginejournal.com/evolutionretargeting-interview-meteoras-nicholas-waken-paschal/131422/
Baker, L. (2015, June 15), 5 Retargeting Ad Platforms You Need to Explore Today, retrieved
from https://www.searchenginejournal.com/retargeting-ad-platforms/134168/
AdWordsRobot (2017), 9 Remarketing/Retargeting Services which Drive your Online Sales,
retrieved
from
https://www.adwordsrobot.com/en/blog/9-remarketing-retargetingservices-which-drive-your-online-sales
Andrus, A. (2017, June 22), The Ultimate Guide to Retargeting Ads, retrieved from
https://www.disruptiveadvertising.com/ppc/retargeting-ads-ultimate-guide/
Gotter, A. (2018, February 8), Why You Can’t Afford to Skip Retargeting, retrieved from
https://adespresso.com/blog/why-you-cant-skip-retargeting/

Additional Resources
1. The Ultimate Guide to Retargeting Ads
https://www.disruptiveadvertising.com/ppc/retargeting-ads-ultimate-guide/
2. What is ReTargeting and How Does it Work?

https://retargeter.com/what-is-retargeting-and-how-does-it-work/
3. The Top 5 Retargeting Myths
https://retargeter.com/blog/the-top-5-retargeting-myths/
4. Why You Can’t Afford To Skip Retargeting
https://adespresso.com/blog/why-you-cant-skip-retargeting/
5. How to plan an efficient remarketing campaign for your e-commerce
https://www.ecommerce-nation.com/how-to-plan-remarketing-campaign-ecommerce/

Cross Border remark
Remarketing campaigns for cross-border e-commerce help you to be more engaging especially
upon undecided clients, that searched for a specific item or have visited your webpage.

TITLE

4. Go mobile
ABSTRACT
Mobile commerce is now 30% of all e-commerce and online purchases. Within this context,
mobile traffic is increased, and so product listings should be mobile-friendly. Apps that can be
used even offline are included and regarded as a major trend.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC ACTΙON
Mobile Shopping (M – Shopping)

Online shoppers are making more and more purchases through their mobiles, increasing
shopping on e-commerce marketplaces.1 Mobile shopping has been a dominant trend since 2017
onwards. In fact, during 2017, over 40% of online purchases were made on smartphones, since
consumers are getting more and more comfortable with mobile commerce.2 Adopting Mshopping results in several changes in customers’ behaviour. More specifically, researches have
shown that the number of orders (order rate) as well as the amount spent overall (order size)
increase as customers – even low-spenders – resort to M-shopping, as illustrated in the following
schema3:

Picture 2. How Mobile Shopping Affects Customer Purchase Behavior
Source: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022435915000032

According to this illustration, the latest trend is for customers to shop through their mobile for
habitual products that have already purchased before. To that end, retailers should invest more
in M-storefronts, especially to promote this kind of products. 3

Embrace mobile strategies

In order to capitalize on the trend of M-shopping, you need to be as much equipped with mobile
data as possible. This is at the key a successful app strategy, since insight metrics allow you to4:
Define and re-design your strategies to drive customers to their app
Apply features that increase the possibility of purchase.
Accurately measure customer satisfaction and make changes to improve and be more
successful according to customers’ demand.
4. Adopt best practices that are proven to engage customers and affect the order rate and
size.
1.
2.
3.

Some of the most efficient mobile strategies, that you should certainly embrace, are5:






Support Cross Platform Mobile Solutions in order to target more devices and thus more
users with the lowest development costs.
Provide a Multi-Channel User Experience to remain competitive in the fast-paced world
of mobile development.
Build Up the Relationship with your Customers Over Time by providing special services
that focus on their needs.
Create Interactive Apps, pushing notifications for offers, facilitating the creation of
shopping lists and including ways engage your customers with your brand.
Use Tools for Clienteling to empower your sales force by providing salespersons that
can check product availability and improve customer support.

How to optimize listings for mobiles in 4 easy steps6
#1: Create responsive listings
In this step, you need to make sure that your product listings look qualitative on any device –
desktop, smartphone or tablet. In this way, customers will be able to read all the information
displayed without having to zoom-in and zoom-out, scrolling up and down with no reason and
read through all the texts. The more comfortable the users feel, the more optimal the shopper
experience become.
#2: Write concise listing descriptions
There is a high-level competition among different marketplaces and thus, shoppers can get
easily distracted. Besides, they don’t have time to read pages and pages of text. They must

understand quickly if your product covers their needs. Otherwise, they will move on to another
site. Therefore, your descriptions should be concise including only relevant information.
#3: Use images to convey the quality of your product
As mentioned before, shoppers don’t have a lot of time, but you can make them remember you!
Use an image of your store or product or even a slogan that guarantees that you are unique.
#4: Do not repeat standard policies
Remember that you are working with a small screen size and even a single pixel is important
when it comes to mobile devices. An efficient strategy is to display common policies (i.e.,
shipping, payments, return policies) on a specific part of the listing, so you don’t have to repeat
them in your description.

Action Type
Actions that have prerequisites and require an investment

Connected Actions
1. Choose wisely
2. M-commerce

Time required to implement a solution and when possible associated cost
About 5 working days to design your strategies provided that you have already done market
research, and then about 5 more days to create your mobile solutions

Positive and Negative Part of the Solution
Positive: You are following the trends providing an efficient user experience and increasing your
shopping spots across the web.
Negative: It requires programming skills or a development team.

Estimated Exploitation
While traffic from desktops and tablets is decreasing, being present in mobile environment aims
in winning millennial customers.

ICT Competence
Established

English Language Skills
Basic

Webshop Level

Well-developed
Informative Text (Sources)
1. Pandolph, S. (2017, June 9), Mobile and marketplaces are changing the e-commerce
landscape,
retrieved
from
https://www.businessinsider.com/mobile-andmarketplaces-are-changing-the-e-commerce-landscape-2017-6
2. Lacy, L. (2018, February 23), Mobile Shopping Is on the Rise, But Remains Split
Between
the
Mobile
Web
and
Apps,
retrieved
from
https://www.adweek.com/digital/mobile-shopping-is-on-the-rise-but-remainssplit-between-the-mobile-web-and-apps/
3. Jen-Hui Wang, R., Malthouse, E. & Krishnamurthi, L. (2015, June), On the Go: How
Mobile Shopping Affects Customer Purchase Behavior, Journal of Retailing, Volume
91, Issue 2. Pg. 217 – 234
4. Sydow, L. (2017, October 11), Retailers: Why Data Should Drive Your Mobile
Strategy,
retrieved from
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/marketdata/global-mobile-app-retail-report-2017/
5. Scandit (2014, July 3), The top five mobile strategies for retailers, retrieved from
https://www.scandit.com/top-5-mobile-strategies-retailers/
6. ECOMDASH (2016, September 22), eBay goes MOBILE: How to Create Mobile
Optimized eBay Listings, retrieved from https://www.ecomdash.com/optimizeebay-listings-for-mobile/
7. MacDonald, R. (2018, February 21), The future of Shopping and Mobile Marketing
Stategies, retrieved from https://blog.usebutton.com/the-future-of-shopping-andmobile-marketing-strategies-ccfaef1b2461

Additional Resources
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mobile Shopping Is on the Rise, But Remains Split Between the Mobile Web and Apps
https://www.adweek.com/digital/mobile-shopping-is-on-the-rise-but-remains-splitbetween-the-mobile-web-and-apps/
The Rise Of The Mobile-Social-Vertical Marketplace
https://techcrunch.com/2012/09/22/the-rise-of-the-mobile-social-vertical-marketplace/
Don’t Get Left Behind: Amazon Mobile Optimization For Product Listings
https://splitly.com/amazon-mobile-optimization/
Product Lists on Mobile Sites https://baymard.com/mcommerceusability/benchmark/mobile-page-types/product-list
Best practices for creating mobile-friendly listings
https://pages.ebay.com/sell/itemdescription/mobilefriendlyguidelines.html
Shopping changed a lot in 2017 – and smartphones are to blame
https://www.businessinsider.com/mobile-shopping-exploded-this-year-2017-12

Cross Border remark
Mobile shopping has increased cross-border purchases, even by low-spenders, and thus
commerce spend is expected to surpass all previous rates until 2021 worldwide as mobile
strategies rise and thrive.7

TITLE

5. Group shopping
ABSTRACT
Groups of consumers tend to band together to buy a specific product and, thus, retailers tend
to provide an increase discount to these groups. Consumers think of group-shopping (or groupbuying or social shopping) as a good way to save money, while stakeholders have the chance to
increase their sales and get a live promotion by their groups.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC ACTΙON
Invest in Group-Buying sites
Online group buying is a trend that appears in online marketing and takes advantages of social
media influence.1 However, in order to be feasible, your online store should include useful
products of high-quality that attract shoppers’ interest. Your site will allow the customers to
form groups based on their interest and then suggest relevant products accompanied by a
significant offer. 2
Steps to Market with Group-Buying sites3
#1: Define your offer
It is quite usual for some business to promote offers that seem ideal mostly because of the high
discount, but when customers get interested in it, they may discover that the offer implies many
possible details that are not clearly defined at first and might be unpleasant. So, make sure that
your offers are desirable and transparent.
#2: Find the Best Group Buying Website in your Area
It is really important and indicative of your business to find the most suitable promotion website.
#3: Contact the Group Buying Website of your Choice
Some sites will only ask you to complete a form, while others might even ask for a phone call to
make sure that your business is appropriate for their website.
Want to learn how to feature your products on group-buying sites? Click here to read more!
Group-buying Strategies
Groupon, Living Social and Bloomspot are some of the most popular group-buying websites.
Hence, the following table reveals influential strategies that are currently employed4:

Website

Strategies
-Expansion through hostile
takeover

Groupon

Living Social

Bloomspot

-Reward program and vendor
lock-in with over-one-year
contract
-Providing a wide range of
products

Key notes
-Outbid everyone else on
paid acquisition
-Increase loyalty and
involvement
-Target many segments

-Launching high-end events
-Cooperating with merchants

-Differentiate itself with
premium products
-Ensure profit for merchants

-Loyalty points for every
deals

-Earn points to purchase
deals later

Action Type
Simple actions that can be implemented immediately, but require an investment

Connected Actions
--

Time required to implement a solution and when possible associated cost
It requires at least three days of research for the website that is most suitable and two days of
implementation

Positive and Negative Part of the Solution
Positive: Group shopping can help you make much higher profit than the traditional marketing,
or even improve your search engine marketing efforts.
Negative: The basic problem is that online group buying sites usually offer discounts to
customers without knowing their interest on a particular product. Cookies must be placed.

Estimated Exploitation
Online group shopping is one mode of e-business, which can help you develop a customer base
quickly to integrate off-line or other type of resources. In particular, this leads not in promoting
your business but in gaining loyal customers as well.

ICT Competence
Established

English Language Skills

Intermediate

Webshop Level
Well-developed

Informative Text (Sources)
1. Erdogmus, I.E. & Cicek, M. (2011), Online Group Buying: What Is There For The
Consumers?, 7th International Strategic Management Conference, Procedia Social
and Behavioral Sciences, SciVerse ScienceDirect, pp. 308-316.
2. Desai and G. R. Kulkarni (2014), Necessity of customer inputs for online group
shopping using Support Vector Machines, Proceedings of 3rd International
Conference on Reliability, Infocom Technologies and Optimization, Noida, pp. 1-6.
3. Retzepi, N. (2011), Group Buying Website Businesses: Model Analysis and
Evaluation of Greek Cases, School of Science and Technology, International Hellenic
University, retrieved from
https://repository.ihu.edu.gr/xmlui/bitstream/handle/11544/491/Nikoleta%20Ret
zepi%20pdf.pdf?sequence=1
4. Dang, L. (2013), E-Commerce Strategies of Group Buying Websites, Lahti University
of Applied Sciences, retrieved from
https://www.theseus.fi/bitstream/handle/10024/56671/Dang_Linh.pdf

Additional Resources
1. The Ultimate Guide to Group Buying Sites
https://searchenginewatch.com/sew/how-to/2206458/the-ultimate-guideto-group-buying-sites
2. The future of Social Shopping
https://dayvision.com/the-future-of-social-shopping/
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of group buying?
https://www.chan-naylor.com.au/advantages-disadvantages-group-buying/

Cross Border remark
It is claimed that there is an upward trend for social shopping. Especially, when combined with
group shopping, businesses can get an astounding experience that can potentially appeal to
millions of customers worldwide.

TITLE

6. Pay-per-lead
ABSTRACT
Pay-per-lead (PPL) is a payment method for online marketing. With this method, the
advertiser/merchant pays an affiliate for each generated lead that meets certain criteria set by
the advertiser (affiliate agreement). It is the most effective method of payment, when payments
happen outside the platform.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC ACTΙON
Pay-Per-Lead Advertising1
Pay-Per-Lead (PPL) advertising is a type of Cost-Per-Acquisition (CPA) advertising. Instead of
clicking, the "acquisition" is a form of subscription or other conversion that allows the advertiser
to capture a lead. In contrast to the pay-per-click (PPC) ads, PPL advertising entails a more direct
relationship between the lead and the company. Besides, submitting a form or subscribing to a
website is much more conscious than just clicking an ad.
It is worthwhile mentioning though that, although social platforms help PPL to evolve beyond
just displaying ads, the term can be mentioned for any advertising priced by a form of conversion
that can be connected to a digital identity.
PPL benefits2,3
PPL advertising and marketing can be formed in a wide array of paths in order to shape the most
suitable formula for your business. Some of the advantages appeared are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Greater quality of traffic generating
More budget savings and cost-effectiveness
Better targeting opportunities
Scalable results and measurable performance
Brand awareness
Low risk

How to make money as a PPL Affiliate Marketer
Some essential elements you need to have to be a successful PPL Marketer are4:
1. Time and motivation to learn all you can about your area and the audience.
2. A blog. Preferably, WordPress because it is free and can be hosted anywhere. Besides,
there are many plugins that can help you do some extra-ordinary things, even if you are
not a professional coder.
3. A domain. This should be something easy to remember and related to product and the
audience.

4. Enrollment in at least one affiliate marketing program. However, it’s easier and much
more convenient to startup and keep going if you can gain access to multiple offers at
once.
Ad tools within Facebook and Twitter are the most proper way to start. Take advantage of the
posts that have already made an impact on such platforms. If you want something more
advanced, you can find many traditional PPL display ads or affiliate networks, as long as the ads
are very well-targeted and placed on websites that deliver your exact buyer identity and
persona1.
Then, make sure you are going to be memorable! Create an original ad to target people that
might have an emotional connection to your product. All you have to do is to address their needs
or solve their problems. An image or video that supports what you are offering rather than an
ordinary photo will certainly make this connection stronger1.
Automated workflows are considered to be more significant when it comes to PPL ads. It is
preferable to contact your leads directly saying something like "Hey, we're glad you got in touch!
Here's what to expect in the future." Based on the type of your ad, they may not have even
visited your website, so you need to create an impression, in order to avoid your future emails
to be marked as spam1.
Finally, some standard ways to ensure the success of your PPL campaigns are: A/B testing your
messaging, buttons and links to retain the high quality1.
Top profitable PPL programs4,5
Pay-Per-Lead #1: Freepayperlead.com
Pay Per Lead #2: Grammarly
Pay Per Lead #3: Born To Sell
Pay Per Lead #4: Threemouseclicks
Pay Per Lead #5: Cashsuperstar.com
Pay Per Lead #6: Kevin Fahey’s Program
Pay Per Lead #7: Web Wealth System
Pay Per Lead #8: ShareASale PPL
Pay Per Lead #9: PeerFly
Pay Per Lead #10: AdWorkMedia
Pay Per Lead #11: MaxBounty

Action Type
Actions that have prerequisites and require an investment.

Connected Actions
1.Choose wisely

3. Retargeting platforms

Time required to implement a solution and when possible associated cost
Approximately 5 hours

Positive and Negative Part of the Solution
Positive: It does not require a sizeable investment, while it provides a wider place for businesses
to sell their products, resulting in more customers and thus more sales.
Negative: The market has become very complex and suitable for very well-developed and
established websites with a lot of traffic. Entering such a market requires a deep understanding
of the environment, the affiliates, the media, and so on.

Estimated Exploitation
Pay-Per-Lead Advertising is one of the most effective ways to evaluate your marketing. It
potentially gives you a significant sense of value considering your investment in a strategy, while
easier to calculate your ROI. Cost per lead gives you a macro view of your marketing efforts,
which can be used to effectively cut costs.

ICT Competence
Established

English Language Skills
Established

Webshop Level
Well-developed
Informative Text (Sources)
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Winsauer, E. (2017, January 24). Why 2017 Is The Year Of Pay Per Lead (PPL), retrieved from
https://www.vieodesign.com/blog/why-2017-is-the-year-of-pay-per-lead-ppl
GoWide Blog (2014-2018), 5 Irresistible Benefits of Pay per Lead marketing model, retrieved
from https://gowide.com/news/-irresistible-benefits-of-pay-per-lead-marketing-model
Unifunds
(2005-2018),
Benefits
of
Cost-Per-Lead,
retrieved
from
https://unifunds.com/benefits-of-cost-per-lead
KAT (2018, January 2). Best Pay Per Lead Affiliate Programs, retrieved from
https://cashblog.com/pay-per-lead-affiliateprograms/#What_Do_I_Need_in_Order_to_Make_Money_as_a_PPL_Affiliate_Marketer
Affiliate Marketing (2018, January 5). Top Profitable Pay Per Lead Affiliate Programs,
retrieved from https://landerapp.com/blog/pay-per-lead/

Additional Resources

1.

Why Cost Per Lead Marketing is A Good Date Choice
https://www.straightarrow.com.ph/blog/why-cost-per-lead-marketing-is-a-good-date-choice

Which Is Better: PPC or PPL Advertising?
https://blog.capterra.com/which-is-better-ppc-or-ppl-advertising/
3. Advantages and Disadvantages of Affiliate Marketing
https://www.streetdirectory.com/travel_guide/18086/marketing/advantages_and_disa
dvantages_of_affiliate_marketing.html
4. Why You Should Think Twice About Pay Per Lead with an Inbound Agency
https://www.impactbnd.com/blog/pay-per-lead-model-inbound-marketing-agency
2.

Cross Border remark
When acting global, you should have in mind that less clicks and more conversion is a
tremendous trend, together with the increase of m-commerce, for boosting cross-border web
shops. The importance lies in improving customer experience and enhancing trust from their first
visit to their check-out.

TITLE

7. Building a virtual content creation team
ABSTRACT
There is an exceptional need for quality content creation in order for a company to be
competitive online. Online workers are growing really fast with regards to online promotion and
sales. Building a team of online writers can ensure many benefits to every organization, provided
that the company exploits the best possible way to tap into virtual environments.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC ACTΙON
The Great Business Content Challenge
Like a battleground, continually creating new content is one of the biggest challenges in content
and online marketing. Besides, writing content for the Web is not the same as creating content
for any other channel or type of medium. This happens because there is an oversupply of
information across the Web and users consume this information differently when online.
Despite that good writing skills can be also exploited in online content creation, most internet
users tend to scan web pages, since they do not have time to read information word by word.
Creating online content means constant work. You need not only to keep it fresh, but to put
some thought into it as well. Make sure you strategize and plan before you publish, so you are
properly prepared in terms of consistency. Remember that it is one of the most powerful means
for connecting and building up your relationship with your customers. It works 24/7 on your
behalf, supporting your offline activities and increasing your efficiency1.
The Top Ingredients to Create Great Online Content2,3,4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Start with keyword research for SEO
Invest in a good SEO suite and don’t forget SEO best practices.
Keyword stuffing is never OK! A page full of keywords looks untrustworthy.
Create original content.
Focus on strong headlines.
Be careful with your language style. Be consistent and modern.
Don’t overuse meaningless buzzwords! Keep the interest of your readers!
Keep it short and simple! Your content must be to the point and without irrelevant
information.
Dos and Don’ts! Don’t put apostrophes in pluralized words. When you are not sure, Google
it!
Make Dictionary.com your friend!
Keep the reading level low. The easier an article to read, the more engaging your content
gets.
Make your content actionable. Your sentence structure, word choice and style need to
emphasize action.
Provide added value. Insightful ideas and tips are always welcome!
Make the reader feel something. Give your readers a reason to care from the first sentence.
Create viral content that is engaging and thought-provoking.
Always hyperlink to your sources.
Make continual updates to your links, website or blog,

17.
18.
19.
20.

Communicate better plaining pictures or videos.
Be able to provide answers.
Be accurate in your reporting and sourcing of information
Share your posts in Social Media for maximum value.

Use this Websites as examples!4
There are many websites that provide great content and can serve as an example to you. Some
of them are:










The Oatmeal
Why?
o It is fast
o It is funny and original
o It has engaging content
BuzzFeed
Why?
o It is updated frequently
o It is easy to read
o It is a site for everyone
Harvard Business Review blogs
Why?
o It is updated frequently
o It provides great advice for entrepreneurs
o It has great variety of articles
o It provides original and actionable content
Wonkblog
Why?
o It uses charts to visualize the data
o It includes impactful stories
o It provides original content

ScienceDaily
o
o



Why?
It includes a short synopsis for each article
It provides easy-to-read content

Quillette
o
o

Why?
It has bold headings and thought-provoking content that is usually against the
mainstream articles
It is updated frequently

Useful Questions about Creating Content5
After you have planned your content marketing strategy, the content creation begins! However,
before you start, you need to have answered to some crucial questions:





What should I write about?
What type of content should I create?
What are some examples of great content?
Where can I find more information about creating specific content types?



How can I get more life from my content?

Action Type
Actions that have prerequisites and require an investment.

Connected Actions
2. Invest in Searching

Time required to implement a solution and when possible associated cost
Not applicable. It depends on your writing skills and your type of business!

Positive and Negative Part of the Solution
Positive: Creating a top-quality online content can help you build your brand awareness, trust
and loyalty, reach a much larger audience, keep your marketing costs down and increase traffic
to your website.
Negative: You must be prepared that the benefits of online content marketing are not immediate,
while it certainly requires enhanced skills and multiple resources. Finally, finding ideas for your
content is challenging and often tricky, as it is difficult to measure the effect and impact of your
marketing strategy.

Estimated Exploitation
Good content is important not only for the impact you make online, but also for the success of
many other marketing strategies, such as SEO, social media and public relations.

ICT Competence
Intermediate

English Language Skills
Advanced

Webshop Level
Well-developed
Informative Text (Sources)
Whittemore, C. (2015, April 22). Helping Your Business Stand Out With Content, retrieved
from https://www.simplemarketingnow.com/content-talks-business-blog/how-to-creategreat-content-for-your-website-and-business-blog
2. DePhillips, K. (2015), Digital PR, Social Media & Content Marketing Tips & Tricks, (Even More!)
Web Content Writing Tips, retrieved from https://www.contentfac.com/even-more-webcontent-writing-tips/
1.

AltusHost (2015), 6 Golden Rules For Writing Killer Content For The Web, retrieved from
https://www.altushost.com/6-golden-rules-for-writing-killer-content-for-the-web/
4. Patel, N. (2018), The Nine Ingredients That Make Great Content, retrieved from
https://neilpatel.com/blog/ingredients-of-great-content/
5. Content
Marketing
Institute
(2018),
Creating
Content,
retrieved
from
https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/creating-content/
3.

Additional Resources
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Content Marketing Software
https://www.capterra.com/content-marketing-software/
Do-It-Yourself: Virtual Reality Content Creation
https://www.eonreality.com/platform/eon-creator/
Get ready for a new reality: A guide to creating VR content
https://www.clickz.com/get-ready-for-a-new-reality-a-guide-to-creating-vr-content/214993/
How to Create Web Content that Works
https://www.labnol.org/internet/create-good-web-content/21101/
How to Create Compelling Online Content That Gets Traffic
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/243031
The Noob Guide to Online Marketing
https://unbounce.com/noob-guide-to-online-marketing-infographic/
22 Tips For Creating Great Content When You Don’t Have a Clue
https://neilpatel.com/blog/tips-for-creating-content/
How to Rank in 2018: The SEO checklist
https://moz.com/blog/rank-in-2018-seo-checklist
6 Ways Writers Can Master SEO Best Practices In 2018
https://www.forbes.com/sites/denispinsky/2018/06/06/seo-for-writers/#1e067102315d

Cross Border remark
When it comes to cross-border commerce, global content marketing consists of four major steps:
1. Plan: Create your strategy before you execute
2. Produce: Create engaging content
3. Promote: Distribute your content across the web
4. Perfect: Measure and improve your steps to make the maximum impact

